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Abstract
Deep learning for safe autonomous transport is rapidly
emerging. Fast and robust vision perception for autonomous
vehicles will be crucial for future navigation in urban areas with high traffic and human interplay.
Previous work focuses on extracting full image depth
maps, or finding specific road features such as lanes. However, in urban environments lanes are not always present,
and sensors such as LiDAR with 3D point clouds provide
a quite sparse depth perception of road with demanding
algorithmic approaches.
In this thesis we derive a novel convolutional neural
network that we call AutoNet. It is designed as an encoderdecoder network for pixel-wise depth estimation of an urban drivable free-space road, using only a monocular camera, and handled as a supervised regression problem. AutoNet is also constructed as a classification network to
solely classify and segment the drivable free-space in realtime with monocular vision, handled as a supervised classification problem, which shows to be a simpler and more
robust solution than the regression approach.
We also implement the state of the art neural network
ENet for comparison, which is designed for fast real-time
semantic segmentation and fast inference speed. The evaluation shows that AutoNet outperforms ENet for every
performance metrics, but shows to be slower in terms of
frame rate. However, optimization techniques are proposed for future work, on how to advance the frame rate
of the network while still maintaining the robustness and
performance.
All the training and evaluation is done on the Cityscapes
dataset. New ground truth labels for road depth perception
are created for training with a novel approach of fusing
pre-computed depth maps with semantic labels. Data collection with a Scania vehicle is conducted, mounted with
a monocular camera to test the final derived models.
The proposed AutoNet shows promising state of the
art performance in regards to road depth estimation as
well as road classification.
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Sammanfattning
Segmentering och djupskatting av
stadsväg med monokulär kamera
Deep learning för säkra autonoma transportsystem framträder mer och mer inom forskning och utveckling. Snabb
och robust uppfattning om miljön för autonoma fordon
kommer att vara avgörande för framtida navigering inom
stadsområden med stor trafiksampel.
I denna avhandling härleder vi en ny form av ett neuralt nätverk som vi kallar AutoNet. Där nätverket är designat som en autoencoder för pixelvis djupskattning av den
fria körbara vägytan för stadsområden, där nätverket endast använder sig av en monokulär kamera och dess bilder.
Det föreslagna nätverket för djupskattning hanteras som
ett regressions problem. AutoNet är även konstruerad som
ett klassificeringsnätverk som endast ska klassificera och
segmentera den körbara vägytan i realtid med monokulärt
seende. Där detta är hanterat som ett övervakande klassificerings problem, som även visar sig vara en mer simpel
och mer robust lösning för att hitta vägyta i stadsområden.
Vi implementerar även ett av de främsta neurala nätverken ENet för jämförelse. ENet är utformat för snabb
semantisk segmentering i realtid, med hög prediktionshastighet. Evalueringen av nätverken visar att AutoNet utklassar ENet i varje prestandamätning för noggrannhet,
men visar sig vara långsammare med avseende på antal
bilder per sekund. Olika optimeringslösningar föreslås för
framtida arbete, för hur man ökar nätverk-modelens bildhastighet samtidigt som man behåller robustheten.
All träning och utvärdering görs på Cityscapes dataset. Ny data för träning samt evaluering för djupskattningen för väg skapas med ett nytt tillvägagångssätt, genom att
kombinera förberäknade djupkartor med semantiska etiketter för väg. Datainsamling med ett Scania-fordon utförs även, monterad med en monoculär kamera för att testa den slutgiltiga härleda modellen.
Det föreslagna nätverket AutoNet visar sig vara en lovande topp-presterande modell i fråga om djupuppskattning för väg samt vägklassificering för stadsområden.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Autonomous driving on various drivable surfaces is an important aspect for the development of autonomous vehicles. Relying on fast and robust vehicle perception
techniques has always been a priority to navigate safely on roads. Today not only
is the focus to be able to navigate in different difficult terrains such as mines, gravel
roads or other areas where human interplay with vehicles are generally low. Autonomous transport is heading towards to be deployed in more crowded and traffic
dense areas, also being able to navigate in urban scenarios will be desired.
For this thesis we investigate how a deep learning approach can be used to
automatically segment urban road as well as extract the depth scene of solely the
road with real-time performance, where previous research usually estimates the
depth of the whole scene of a given frame. In addition to the benchmarking on an
existing dataset, a monocular camera is attached at the front facing window on a
Scania bus, and is used to capture the real-time illustration of the environment. The
image from the monocular camera is feed into a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN), which performs pixel-wise depth extraction on the drivable free-space road
as a regression problem. The network will from there output an image showing the
depth scene of the free-space road in real time, with sufficient frame rate while still
maintaining a robust accuracy of the visualization. A classification approach will
also be conducted, by training a network to classify and pixel-wise segment the
drivable free-space, without the depth perception. This solution will be compared
to visualize the difference and see if it yields a more robust and simpler solution.
All the training will be done with the Cityscapes dataset for all cases, as well testing
and benchmarking will mainly be done with the Cityscapes dataset.
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Background and Motivation

Autonomous systems, such as self driving vehicles, is a fast emerging field among
research that strives towards a fully autonomous transport solution. The goal is to
achieve the maximum level of automation, which is the level five step shown in the
right hand side of Figure 1.1, given by the Society of Automotive Engineers. When
full automation have been reached, it means that there are no interactions between
the human and the vehicle itself. This means that the human error while driving
will be removed, since the human perception of surroundings is different from an
autonomous vehicle. Today we already have techniques such as sensors mounted
on different vehicles to counteract for example close frontal collision, since the
reaction time for humans are longer compared to sensors.

Figure 1.1: Image showing all the levels of vehicle automation given by the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) [1]
The challenge for future self-driving navigation is to proceed with an action
once the perception of the environment is given. For some surroundings a robot can
outperform a human in terms of vision, for example [2] navigates a drone through
forest trails using a monocular camera and a Deep Neural Network (DNN), which
hovers at similar heights as the camera mounted on a Scania truck or bus for example. They show that the drone guides itself better than a human would do in the
forest route. Another paper given by [3] manages to navigate a drone in urban areas
with their own CNN and avoids collision with pedestrians and obstacles. Other approaches such as with SLAM technology [4] can also be used to find the free-space
on roads for these type of navigation purposes, which is an important comparison
for this thesis.
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Recent studies to develop state of the art, end-to-end autonomous driving is important to acknowledge. Different work such as [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] investigates how to go
from input image to action for autonomous vehicles using deep learning methodologies. For example how to use the network to perform smooth steering given an
image of the road, performance of the network in a Nvidia Drive-PX environment
with high frame rates, along with techniques such as LSTM and latest state of the
art stochastic gradient optimizers such as ADAM [10], to train a robust network.
However, as important as it is to consider the whole end-to-end performance
for autonomous navigation, it is equally important to look at the sub-dilemma such
as robust depth estimation, which is one of the most important challenges in vision [11], to be able to have favorable accuracy when estimating depth scenes.
This technique to extract information about the depth from an image has proven
to be beneficial in various fields, for example estimating pose [12, 13], combining
monocular depth maps for consistency [14], finding relative depth between random
points [15], and even extracting a detailed 3D scene from just a still image and
motionless monocular camera [16, 17]. By having the knowledge of the drivable
free-space as well as the depth scene, has the advantage of knowing the direction
and the curvature of the road without being dependent on specific road lanes, which
are not always present on urban roads.
With today’s availability for computing power, such as the Nvidia Drive-PX2,
and other powerful GPUs deep learning can rise to a whole new level. Depth perception with a monocular camera is essential for computer vision tasks when autonomous vehicles are to be deployed in urban areas for safe navigation. Being
able to distinguish the road from other objects and edges such as the sidewalk and
various curbs is crucial. It is a challenge to classify the free-space and drivable
surface of the road and not classify a sidewalk for example as a road, even though
the bear great similarities in material and surface. Today sensor based techniques
that use LiDAR or radar alone with sensor fusion show demanding complex approaches to work as environment perception guide for autonomous systems [18].
LiDARs as today are very sparse given the depth data of a frame, which can lead to
loss of feature information in various scenes. Thus, deep learning methodologies
are powerful tools today for vision. Being able to determine the depth scene and
road in real-time from just a monocular camera by using deep learning will offer
a geometry-independent solution for easier and safe navigation on urban roads and
roads in general containing a lot of background features that should be avoided.

1.1.1

Motivation for Autonomous Transport Solutions

The main benefits to review when deploying Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) in
general, especially within urban areas where population is dense, are the environmental aspects as well as safety for the society and the individual. Of course, this
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also imply to areas where humans are a lot more exposed to danger and pollution,
such as mines. With intelligent transport solutions we could achieve more efficient
driving, better path planing, less time looking for parking etc. [19]. All of these improvements will compel for better fuel consumption. Furthermore, regarding safety
aspects, the human error contributes to about 90% of traffic accidents [20, 21], a
chart can be seen in Figure 1.2 which depict the human and environmental factor
involvement of crashes in traffic in the U.S. 2015. However, to lower this number, it
requires reliable systems to work at all times, such those mentioned by [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
previously. Therefore, in this thesis we are looking at the real-time vision problem
of depth estimation, as well as road classification, which are one of the crucial parts
for a future robust autonomous vehicles.

Figure 1.2: Image from [21], showing U.S. crash motor-vehicle scope and preferred
human and environmental factor involvement.
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Objectives for the Thesis

The main objectives for this thesis is to derive and train a novel CNN network based
on the VGG-architecture, as well as a modified state of the art network ENet for
comparison. It is important to find balance with sufficient real-time performance
and favorable accuracy. The network models will be adequate to segment an urban
drivable free-space road, and respectively show the depth map of the urban road,
distinguishing the depth map and the road segmentation from background, road
curbs and other edges. An investigation whether this thesis approach is feasible to
be able to continuously extract the depth map of the road in real-time is conducted.
Also, evaluating whether it will be more feasible to only classify and segment the
drivable free-space without fusing the depth map as ground truth labels. In the final
step, the network models will have an input frame from a monocular camera, that
will be pre-processed as well as predict the output on a NVidia GPU.
The objectives can be summarized into a research question: How can we derive the ideal convolutional neural network, in terms of balanced state-of-the-art
robustness and real-time performance for finding the drivable free-space road as a
classification and segmentation problem, as well as road depth estimation extraction for the application of future autonomous navigation in urban environments?
The networks will be trained and benchmarked on the recent Cityscapes dataset,
to see if it yields a state of the art robustness compared to other research done on
both Cityscapes and for example the famous KITTI datatset, where as today KITTI
is used to train the most popular state of the art neural networks. Furthermore,
the concluding test of the network will be performed on a collected dataset from a
drive of a Scania bus mounted with a monocular camera. Figure 1.3 is showing an
example image from the Cityscapes dataset that has a segmentation overlay from
the ground truth on an input image, but for all classes. As well as Figure 1.4a and
Figure 1.4b shows an example of the depth map prediction as a heat map visualization from the KITTI dataset, to give intuitive illustration. However, it is visualizing
the depth map for the whole input frame.

1.3

Delimitation

Master thesis degree projects are set under specific time constrictions and planing,
therefore some delimitation’s are set for this thesis. For example night time collection of real-time data will not be provided, nor will it be specific requirements
for snow, heavy rain and different seasons. Training on several datasets, such as
the KITTI dataset or further training with the Scania data will not be done. Neither
a great extension of training for different augmentation experiments with various
light occlusions for instance. Evaluation done in a simulated environment, such as
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Figure 1.3: Image from [22], showing an example image from the dense pixel
annotations Cityscapes provide. Several classes are segmented in this image, the
road is also distinguished from the segmented road curbs.

(a) Image from [23], an input image of a road
from the KITTI dataset.

(b) Image from [23], showing the depth map
prediction as a heat map from GoogleNet V1
from the KITTI homepage.

Figure 1.4
a gaming engine will not be conducted. LiDAR and camera calibration is still under
development as well as the NVidia Drive-PX2, therefore the evaluation will mainly
be done on a video playback frame-by-frame from the small collected real-time
dataset as well as data from Cityscapes. Convolutional neural networks for these
tasks takes a lot of time to train, a couple of days at least for proper training and
current available GPUs. Therefore comparing results from various settings will not
be done in great extent, but only the most important visualizations and performance
results. The goal is not to make use of the depth scene and segmented road in terms
of sensor-fusion and action based features for a vehicle. The goal is to see that the
concept works in real-time, is robust, and then for future work there is the next step
to use sensor-fusion techniques to make use of the predicted data.

Chapter 2
Related Work
In this chapter we discuss the current state of the art methods done with depth
estimation and segmentation, as well as different approaches on the subject done
earlier with different techniques other than deep learning methodologies.

2.1

Road Detection

Being able to detect the free space of the road in front of a vehicle is by all means
a crucial part for autonomous navigation. Many different studies investigate all
sorts of techniques, from lane detection based solely on sensors and image postprocessing, to various segmentation methods of the road surface. Various Advanced
Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS) are becoming quite a standard nowadays, for
example like lane keeping assistance, but still require a driver behind the wheel,
such as the Tesla cars that use the NVidia Drive-PX. F. Rodrigo et al. [24] use a
state of the art ’ego-lane’ analysis system that is based on Hough lines with Kalman
filter, as well as spline with particle filter to keep track of the road lanes and the
drivable road between the lanes. However, as mentioned, sensor fusion proves to
be a demanding and complex process, as well as the algorithms are dependent of
the lane markings and would not work in some urban scenes or rural roads where
lanes are not provided. Some urban areas do not include lanes at all, thereof it is
of great importance for safe navigation to be able to distinguish road from curbs,
sidewalks, or other road-edges, as we take into account in this study.
Further, the KITTI benchmarking dataset is used to a quite extent for road detection research. J. Fritsch et al. [25] introduced in 2013 how it can be use for
various road detection algorithms. Among others, S. Patra et al. [4] also use the
KITTI dataset for their benchmarking and detection of free-space road, using a
trained CNN which uses a combination of both 2D and 3D cues, however their approach requires SLAM. Others have also done road scene segmentation with their
7
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own datasets, such as [26] that use a random forest classifier as well as color and
depth information of the scene using a stereo camera as help. An example showing a classified part and segment of a road within an urban area from the KITTI
homepage can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Image from [23], showing an example of road detection from the KITTI
dataset. The segmentation has been done with a VGG-Fully Connected Network.
The road have no lanes but manages in this example to distinguish the sidewalk.

2.2

Semantic Segmentation

Segmentation clustering performed on images originates from graph partitioning
formulations. Supervised semantic segmentation uses a specific set of classes and
clusters pixels belonging to the same class. Some use normalized cut as a tool for
clustering pixels in images as in [27]. The normalized cut investigates the dissimilarity of different groups of pixels as well as the total similarity, where in [27], they
have applied this technique to segment static images and split different segments
within an image in a cost-effective way. Other investigates image segmentation
with multiple classes by using Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [28], which benefits of capturing the spatial interactions between class labels of adjacent pixels.
Papers such as D. Eigen et al. [29] have looked into the challenge of semantic
labeling, and depth estimation as well on the NYU-Depth dataset. More studies that
investigates fully convolutional neural networks to perform semantic segmentation
have been done also [30], by training a neural network end-to-end pixel-wise (pixelto-pixel).
One recent state of the art neural network for real-time semantic segmentation is
ENet (Efficient Neural Network)[31]. It is designed for fast pixel semantic segmentation and low latency operations, which is a great importance for mobile systems
such as autonomous vehicles. It outperforms some state of the art networks 18
times faster. Also, ENet has been evaluated on the Cityscapes dataset, where some
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predictions from the network on the Cityscapes dataset can be seen in Figure 2.2.
Therefore, this network will be quite valuable to use and to be compared with the
novel designed network in this thesis.

Figure 2.2: Image taken from [31]. Showing some predictions with ENet on various images from the Cityscapes dataset. However they are trying to segment all
available classes with no depth perception.
Cityscapes is a new state of the art dataset for semantic urban scene understanding [22], where the authors explains how no other dataset before adequately captures the complexity of urban scenes [32]. Cityscapes is being used more and more
to benchmark the best networks that performs segmentation today. For example
recent work such as Facebook’s AI research team among others uses Cityscapes in
[33] to benchmark their evaluation on a segmentation mask for different instances.
However, this approach uses instance labeling technique. The Cityscapes dataset
shows promising potential with its detailed annotated data.

2.3

Depth Estimation

Estimating the depth scene of a road from an autonomous vehicle is as essential
as it is for humans. By the help of human binocular-vision we can interpret the
surroundings in the environment to estimate direction, distance, length, size etc.
You have a grasp when driving as a human, about the knowledge of how long it
may take to reach from point A to point B on the road, or relative distance between
some points on the road. This is useful for autonomous vehicles as well.
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Stereo Vision

In the same case as for the human binocular vision, depth perception for computer
vision by stereo cameras is probably the most common way of predicting the depth
scene, such as in [34]. However, such methods are limited by far distance depth
measurements and naturally having problem distinguishing pixels towards the far
end and vanishing point. In [35] they investigate the limitations on stereo vision on
how camera parameters are affected by the set-up and baseline among all. There
are a lot of camera parameters and options for camera setup, for example [36]
uses fish-eye cameras for stereo vision, in this case they have the advantage of
wide lenses and provide a much wider view of the environment. Other studies as
[37] presents an approach of performing color road segmentation with the help of
supervised stereo vision. They find the road free-space by classifying the pixels of
the disparity map. The stereo camera however is a more complex setup rather than
a monocular.

2.3.2

Monocular Depth Estimation

Previous traditional methods, such as A. Saxena et al. [38] uses discriminatively
trained Markov Random Field (MRF) models to train depth. In general these models are used as fair approximations, and the depth prediction time is quite inefficient,
taking a couple of seconds at least to compute. These type of methods, such as in
the paper [16], require still images to be able to work. Some recent work show
depth predictions that are depended on a motionless camera [17], which in particular will not work for deployed autonomous vehicles. Others, such as [39] use camera motion to determine real-time depth estimations, but require all other objects
within the image frame to be still. Moreover, the depth is displayed as histograms
on an image which may be quite inaccurate. Furthermore, papers such M. Liu et al.
[40] introduce an approach with a discrete-continuous Conditional Random Field
model for single image depth prediction, where discrete variables show the relationship between neighbour superpixels and continuous variables encode depth in
the superpixels of the input image. However, they too use approximations such as
for the Maximum a Posteriori inference. Some research as [41] also try to combine
the MRF algorithm to capture monocular cues but then use those in a stereo based
system to increase accuracy. There are of course more methods that could apply to
monocular depth estimations such as the monocular-SLAM algorithms, where one
uses parallax effects to obtain the depth and distance to objects.
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Supervised Learning
Supervised methods are used to optimize models based on known input and output data, in a meaning that there exists ground truth data to train on. Presumably,
supervised learning techniques for monocular depth estimation is the most popular
approach. As mentioned previously, earlier work such as [38] uses Markov Random Field which is a probabilistic approach where they model depth at individual
points and also as relation between depth from various points. Also, papers as [39]
investigated how to estimate depth on static objects with fine-tuning camera motion and using radar as ground truth. Moreover, a research by A. Joglekar et al.
[42] uses road geometry and point of contact on the road as well as specific camera parameters for their monocular depth estimation. For this thesis a supervised
approach will be used, however with convolutional neural networks.
Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised methods use data that is not annotated, in a meaning that we are
working with input data and no ground truth data is being used. There are some
unsupervised methods also for depth estimation worth to acknowledge. In [14] they
use two monocular cameras that reconstructs the image of the other, to maintain
consistency with a novel training loss on the KITTI dataset and yield an improved
depth map despite having no ground truth. This still requires multiple cameras
with calibrated alignment to be able to cooperate with each other. Further studies,
[43] look into how learning about the interrelations between images from several
frames can be used, and [44] estimates depth from unstructured monocular video
sequences. Some have looked at unsupervised learning method of stereo vision
but with monocular cues [45]. Nevertheless, even if unsupervised methods can
be beneficial, one can still acquire greater accuracy as today with some sort of
supervised approach with single monocular cues, due to training on ground truth
labeling.

2.4

State of the Art

Using convolutional neural networks has proved to be beneficial when approaching task such as monocular depth estimation and semantic segmentation. Recent
papers as J. Uhrig et al. [46] presents a fully convolutional network (FCN-8) with
extended three outputs; semantic labeling, depth estimation and direction as well,
in a meaning that they compute for each pixel its direction towards its corresponding center and find the angle of the pixel in respect of the other classes. This comes
down to instance pixel level precision when estimating direction, which can be
quite hard. Nevertheless, this is an interesting comparison to this thesis.
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Furthermore, state of the art papers have investigated monocular depth estimation with domain independence [47]. Where the paper uses the KITTI dataset
and propose a modified VGG-network with LSTM approach, which helps alleviate
some intrinsic limitations on the monocular camera. They show how LSTM blocks
impact the real-time performance, which lowers the frame-rate of the network, but
in turn improves accuracy. Therefore it is essential to find a trade-of between accuracy and frame-rate for real-time predictions.
A study by B. Li et al. [48] showed an interesting approach with monocular
depth estimation on ResNet (152 layers), by using dilated CNNs and soft-weighted
sum inference. They use dilation to increase spread of the receptive field for kernels
which in itself yields faster training and no loss on the performance. This technique
shows to be very beneficial. It is also introduced by F. Yu et al. [49] where they
use dilation to perform dense prediction without loss of resolution, and also tested
their network on Cityscapes. Dilation can be illustrated by viewing Figure 3.6. By
using a soft-weighted sum inference they can transfer discrete depth scores into
continuous values, which reduces quantization error and improve robustness.
Another paper by F. Tombari et al. [50] use ResNet-50 (50 layers), to estimate
the depth map of a single RGB-image. For optimization they introduce the so called
reverse Huber loss function, which shows promising results. Their reverse Huber
loss will be interesting for this thesis. They use fewer parameters and less training
data but still maintain a good depth estimation. Authors from the KITTI page have
also investigated some optimizing techniques for when there is quite sparse input
data [51]. They introduce so called sparse convolution and achieve good results
with data inputs. However, in this thesis the data inputs are not assumed to be
sparse, but dense. This is unlike LiDAR data that, as mentioned, is quite sparse and
missing a lot of depth information given a frame.
For road free-space detection, recent work by S. Patra et al. [4], use a novel
technique to extract road from monocular frames under varying illumination conditions with the SegNet network. Their algorithm uses a joint 3D/2D CRF formulation, and SLAM technology, where their 3D cues help filling the gaps predicted
from the 2D image. Their algorithm is however heavily demanding for real-time,
with a low frame rate of 2 FPS. Despite the low frame rate, their road free-space
classification accuracy is interesting to compare against AutoNet proposed by this
thesis, which are later compared in chapter 5.

Chapter 3
Theory and Background
There are an extensive amount of machine learning approaches for solving problems regarding optimization with both supervised learning and unsupervised learning. However, deep learning methodologies have proven to be favorable in AI and
computer vision tasks such as classifying objects within images. In this chapter we
will go through the theory of neural network architectures, the methods for neural
networks used in this thesis, as well as depth estimation, camera parameters and
the including components needed to build a proper neural network.

3.1
3.1.1

Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial Neural Networks, or ANNs, are an inspiration directly from the biological neural networks of both human and animal brains. Neurons acts as connections
in the brain and receive, process, and also transmit information via electrical signals. The goal of an ANN is to work in similar matters. Usually ANNs consist
of fully connected layers, meaning that all the layers and nodes, represented as
weights in the network, are connected with each other all the way from input to
output via hidden layers and vast amount of artificial neurons. A simple visualization of a fully-connected neural network can be seen in Figure 3.1. The weights in
the network are consistently being updated via backpropagation during the training
process of the network. A higher weight for a node means that it has more significance for various characteristics. For example, in an image classifier it may be the
information of different shapes and features within the image. How many times the
weights are being updated is based on the amount of epochs the network does on
the training set. Certainly, the size of the dataset for training is also significant for
the weight update in the learning process. For a supervised learning approach, in
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the most simple way a prediction ŷ, can be estimated via Equation 3.1
ŷ = W x + b

(3.1)

where W is the weight matrix, x is the input and b is the bias added to generalize
the model better. The goal of the predicted output ŷ is to later be compared to the
true output y, and to be as accurate as possible during the training phase. Usually
they are compared with a loss function to evaluate the training phase and observe
that the network learns better and better. The prediction is also reviewed through
an activation function to introduce non-linearity to the model. Normalized probabilities can then be extracted through a softmax function as Equation 3.2 to extract
all probabilities in the range [0, 1], telling us how certain the model is in terms of
probability for each predicted class.
P(ŷi ) = so f tmax(ŷi ) =

eŷi

(3.2)

∑Jj=1 eŷ j

where ŷ is the output from the activation function, J is number of classes and i is
the current feature pixel for instance.
Input
layer

Hidden
layers →

Output
layer

Input node 1
Input node 2
Output prediction
Input node 3

Figure 3.1: A simple example visualizing a neural network. Three input layers are
colored blue where they connect to the later hidden layers. The hidden layers are
marked as green, where there can be a great quantity of several hidden layers in
a more complex network, as those are called deep neural network. Then the final
hidden layers are connected to the orange output layer, which for this illustration
yields a single prediction.
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Backpropagation

For ANNs the essential method to adjust the weights during the training process is
backpropagation [52]. The backpropagation is used in the gradient decent update
of the neurons for the network. Basically, the whole backpropagation process starts
with the forward propagation, where the weights are initialized randomly. The
input propagates forward through the networks hidden-layers and outputs ŷ, it continues and eventually produce the loss L(ε) derived in subsection 3.1.4. Now the
backward-pass process starts, the gradients are calculated and the weights are updated with the help of gradient descent, and is affected by the learning rate, derived
in subsection 3.1.5.

3.1.3

Activation Function

When an input to a layer is multiplied by the weight matrix in the most basic example, as in Equation 3.1, the network is seen as a linear regression problem. Meaning we are trying to fit the predicted data with a linear function. However, as in
reality, data is most likely not linear. Therefore activation functions are used to
introduce non-linearity to the network. They transform the weight response from
Equation 3.1 into a non-linear function to be able to fit the given data. They may
also have the ability to zero-out neurons, meaning that they are either activated or
they will be completely ignored.
Sigmoid and tanh
There exist a number of activation functions, and the most basic one, inspired by
the mammal brain, used in the beginning of deep learning research was the sigmoid
[52], as in Equation 3.3. Due to its simple derivative and because it is a differentiable function, the slope can be extracted with any two points. Also, the benefit is
that when the input value is activated with the sigmoid, it is fitted within the interval of [0, 1]. The negative impact of this is that it can zero-out neurons, it suffers
from vanishing gradients, and not letting the information flow through the whole
network during training which may contain some useful feature information.
1
(3.3)
1 + e−x
The sigmoid was then followed by the hyperbolic tanget activation tanh-function
as in Equation 3.4
ex − e−x
g(x) = tanh(x) = x
(3.4)
e + e−x
σ(x) =
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where the tanh functions allows mapping of negative weight values, where the input
gets squeezed into the interval [−1, 1]. Both the tanh and sigmoid can be visualized
in Figure 3.2

Figure 3.2: Image taken from [53], showing the form of sigmoid function and a
tanh function for an input x

ReLU, Leaky-ReLU and PReLU
Today in modern neural networks, the most used activation function is the Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function [52]. The ReLU is defined as in Equation 3.5, where it is quite a simple function that allows only positive values to get
activated.
g(x) = max(0, x)

(3.5)

The benefits of the ReLU is that it does not suffer from saturating gradients as the
previous functions, however, due to that it is not differentiable at the zero value, we
cannot have any activation for negative x input values. Meaning that we might lose
some information of features during training and non-activated neurons will not
be used in the backpropagation. This was however improved by the Leaky-ReLU
activation function [52], where both ReLU and Leaky-ReLU are visualized in Figure 3.3. The Leaky-ReLU is defined as g(x)Leaky = max(ax, x), where a, determines
the negative slope seen in Figure 3.3 and is usually a small value, a = [0.01, 0.1].
This allows neurons with some significance to not be ignored, and propagate forward to be used for feature information.
Another improvement to the Leaky-ReLU is the so called PReLU, (Parametric
Rectified Linear Unit) proposed by [54], which basically uses an adaptive value
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Figure 3.3: Image from [53], showing the ReLU activation function on the left and
the Leaky-ReLU on the right. y is the input to the function and a is a value smaller
than 1, usually between 0.01 and 0.1
a, meaning the negative slope can vary. This a value is considered a learnable
parameter in the training process. PReLU is used to avoid zero gradients as the
leaky one, but will improve performance in finding more detailed features. PReLU
is also used in the ENet architecture.

3.1.4

Loss Function

The purpose of the loss function, or sometimes mentioned as cost function, is to
determine how well the network predictions are performing in the training phase,
where it can be seen as one evaluation function. The basic principle of the loss
function is that it takes the predicted output, and compares it to its associate ground
truth label to determine the gap difference between them. In machine learning
methodologies the goal is to with some optimization techniques, minimize the loss
over the whole training procedure. There are a number of different loss function
one can apply in neural networks. In the particular case of feature classification and
segmentation with images, the loss functions is applied and evaluated usually on
pixel-level. For example in Figure 2.2 as seen, the ENet output pixels are compared
to the ground truth pixel-values during training phase.

L2 Loss Function
One quite typical loss function for regression problems that is widely used, and
works for these types of annotated data is the L2 -norm [52]. It minimizes the
squared euclidean norm of the error ε, which can simply be written as Equation 3.6
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as the squared norm.
LL2 (ε) =

1 N
∑ (εi)2
N i=1

(3.6)

Where ε = ŷ − y is the error between the ground truth yi and predicted network
output ŷi , N is the number of pixels. The benefit over the standard L1 -norm is that
the L2 is non-linear since it squares the error, yielding a higher error also which the
model will be more sensitive for.
BerHu Loss Function
The suggested reverse Huber loss, or so called BerHu by [50], have proven to give
better results by trying to combine both the L1 and L2 norm. As in [50], the BerHu
loss Lβ (ε) is defined as Equation 3.7

|ε|,
|ε| ≤ c
(3.7)
Lβ (ε) = ε2 +c2
|ε| > c
2c ,
where Lβ (ε) = L1 (ε) = |ε| when ε ∈ [−c, c] or else it is the L2 norm when not in this
range. The variable c is typically set to c = 15 maxi (ε), and i represents the pixels
in an image for that specific batch, and yields 20% of the maximal error within the
specific batch, which is extracted empirically by [50]. The combination of both the
linear L1 and non-linear L2 norm with c gives a beneficial result in terms that the
L1 account for more impact from small residual gradients, while the L2 gives more
weight to the high residuals.
Cross-Entropy Loss
For tasks such as classification problems rather than regression, the cross-entropy
loss [52] will evaluate a model where the predictions are output-probabilities between 0 and 1. Related to the other loss functions, the cross-entropy increases when
the predicted value diverges from the ground truth. The cross-entropy loss Lcross
can be generally defined as Equation 3.8
J

Lcross (y, P(ŷ)) = − ∑ yi log(P(ŷi ))

(3.8)

i=1

where y is ground truth at the current pixel i, P is the softmax probability, i.e. the
output from Equation 3.2, and J > 2 is the total number of classes.
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For a binary classification problem, where the number of classes are two (J = 2),
for example having road and background as in this thesis, the binary cross entropy
LIIcross can instead be formulated as Equation 3.9
LIIcross (yi , P(ŷi )) = −(yi log(P(ŷi )) + (1 − yi )log(1 − P(ŷi ))

3.1.5

(3.9)

Optimization

During training phase, the goal is to minimize the loss function with some optimization technique. Stochastic optimizers are suitable for these type of deep learning
tasks. The objective is to step in the direction where the gradient of the objective
function is negative, to make our way towards the local minima, i.e. we minimize
the cost. This technique is called gradient descent, and can simply be described by
Equation 3.10
θi+1 = θi − γ

∂J(θi )
∂θi

(3.10)

where θ is the current point, J(θ) is the objective function and γ is the learning rate,
meaning how much impact, weight, or step, we apply to the negative gradient. A
low learning rate means that we will converge slower towards the minima.
Stochastic Gradient Decent
For stochastic optimizers we perform a parameter update on every training sample,
and also shuffle all the training samples randomly. The benefit will be that we do
not need to get stuck in a local minima but can eventually converge towards a better
minimum point and hopefully find the global minima. One of the most popular
algorithms that does this is the so called Stochastic Gradient Decent (SGD) [52],
which scales well with large amount of data and large models. The algorithm for
the SGD from [52] can be seen in Algorithm 1 when using a subset, i.e. a minibatch of the training data. This provides efficiency, because not all the training data
will be stored at once in memory, and it will lead to a more robust convergence,
being less likely to overshoot the minima.
ADAM Optimizer
One of the recent state of the art optimizers for stochastic gradient optimization is
ADAM (Adaptive Momentum Estimation), purposed by D. P. Kingma et al. [10].
Nowadays it sets the standard when training deep neural networks because of its
advantage in adaptive momentum and learning rate throughout the training phase.
We can visualize the ADAM algorithm from [10] in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 1 Stochastic Gradient Decent update algorithm based from [52]
1: Require: Learning rate: γ1 , γ1 , ...γk
2: Require: Initial parameter: θ
3:
k=1
4:
While stop criterion is not met do:
5:
Sample mini-batch m from the training set {x(1) , ..., x(m) },
6:
with corresponding targets y(i)
7:
Compute the gradient estimate: ĝ = m1 ∇θ ∑i J( f ((x)(i) ); θ, y(i) )
8:
Apply the update: θ ← θ − γk ĝ
9:
k = k+1
10:
end While
A graphical overview comparing ADAM with some other optimization techniques on the famous MNIST-dataset can be visualized in Figure 3.4. It displays
the training cost in respect to the number of iterations on the training set for MNIST.

Figure 3.4: Graphical visualization taken from [10], displaying their test with
ADAM-optimizer along with other famous optimization techniques. Showing how
ADAM outperform the other methods on minimizing the training cost over the
MNIST dataset for training.
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Algorithm 2 ADAM algorithm for stochastic optimization from [10]. Here gt2 represents element wise square gt gt , recommended default parameters are; stepsize
γ = 0.001, hyper-parameters β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, decay-rates and ε = 10−8 . Operations on vectors are always element-wise.
1: Require: Stepsize: γ
2: Require: Exponential decay rates for moment estimates: β1 , β2 ∈ [0, 1)
3: Require: Stochastic objective function with parameters θ: f (θ)
4: Require: Initial parameter vector: θ0
5: Initialize first moment vector: m0 ← 0
6: Initialize second moment vector: v0 ← 0
7: Initialize time step: t ← 0
8: While θt not converged do:
9:
t ← t +1
10:
Get gradients w.r.t. stochastic objective at timestep t: gt ← ∇θ ft (θt−1 )
11:
Update biased first moment estimate: mt ← β1 · mt−1 + (1 − β1 ) · gt
12:
Update biased second raw moment estimate: vt ← β2 · vt−1 + (1 − β2 ) · gt2
mt
13:
Compute bias-corrected first moment estimate: m̂t ← (1−β
t)
1
vt
14:
Compute bias-corrected second raw moment estimate: v̂t ← (1−β
t)
t
Update parameters: θt ← θt−1 − γ · √v̂m̂+ε
t
16: end While
17: return θt

2

15:

3.1.6

Overfitting and Underfitting

Perhaps the most central challenge with deep learning and machine learning in
general is underfitting and overfitting [52]. When underfitting occurs, it means that
our model can not achieve an acceptable low error on the training set, meaning we
are far of from the local or global minima of the loss. Overfitting happens when the
error between the test dataset and the training set is large. Meaning that the model
does not generalize well, it has learned the properties of the training set too well and
we have failed to find the optimal loss-minima. Overfitting can be monitored by
constantly evaluating a validation-loss during the training phase with an evaluation
dataset to see that the model is generalizing well.

3.2

Convolutional Neural Networks

When approaching deep learning problems related with for instance image classifications and segmentation, convolutional neural networks have been really successful and efficient in these computer vision applications [52]. The architecture
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of a CNN can vary, but some basic components like pooling, activation function
and the kernel filters exist in mostly all CNNs. As mentioned in [52], convolution benefits sparse interactions, meaning we can use kernels smaller than the input
and extract much less but valuable pixels. It also uses parameter sharing, which
basically means we share parameters for more than one function of a model.

3.2.1

Convolutional Layer

A deep CNN typically consist of multiple convolution layers, where the input to
the first layer is the image itself. Then the layers task is to perform a number of
convolutional filters, called kernels, where the task is to extract different features
from the input image [52]. Commonly, the kernels are set to a size of for example
3 × 3, 5 × 5, or higher pixel windows for two-dimensional filters, which means they
convolve for each ’stride’ a window of that size on the image. For RGB images the
depth parameter is 3 because each channel uses a different color, red, green or blue.
So the kernel is represented as 5 × 5 × 3 for example. The stride for the window
size tells us how much we should move, or slide the kernel for each convolution
(see Figure 3.5). A stride of 1 basically means we move the center of the kernelfilter to each pixel of the image. The final parameter for a basic CNN is padding,
which are used to handle the edges of an image, because when we stride the kernel
along the edge of the image, some of the filter is outside of the image range. This
is commonly handled by adding zero-values around the image so that the kernel
is still able to slide on the original image as usual. This technique is called zeropadding. The benefits of using CNNs are that they can scale favorable by targeting
the spatial information and share neurons between the layers. A visualization and
explanation of a convolutional layer can be seen in Figure 3.5
Dilated Convolutional Layers
Dilation is a technique that can be used for CNNs to increase the receptive field of
the convolution without changing the number of parameters, which was mentioned
in section 2.4, [48, 49] and can be visualized in Figure 3.6. Dilated convolutions
are also used in the ENet architecture [31] as optimization layers. Basically, if we
add dilation instead of regular convolution layer, we choose how much gap, or zero
values the kernel should have in between the parameters, or weights. As seen in
Figure 3.6, the kernel parameters are fixed, but when expanding the dilation the gap
increases, which in turn increases the receptive field. Thus, this can be concluded
as an upsampling optimization technique to increase the spatial dimension of the
kernel without adding new neurons.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of convolution with an orange 3 × 3 kernel filter, sliding
over with a 1-stride step over the green example image represented by pixel values.
From left to right; Element wise multiplication is performed between the kernel
and the first position in the image, the convolved feature 4, in pink is extracted. We
move the kernel to the right with stride 1 and perform convolution again to extract
the other feature (3, in pink). The final image shows the new convolved feature pink
matrix after the convolution is done. The kernel matrix has some example values,
different matrix values produce different feature maps. Illustration taken from [55]

Figure 3.6: Image taken from [48]. Showing an illustration of dilated convolution.
In (a) we see 1-dilation, where the whole 3x3 mask is used. In (b) we see 2-dilation
convolution with 7x7 mask, and in (c) 4-dilation convolution with 15x15 mask. It
illustrates that the receptive field grows exponentially but the number of parameters
stay fixed.
Asymmetric Convolutional Layer
To reduce the redundancy and number of total parameters for a neural network,
asymmetric convolutional layers may be used as an optimization method as well.
For instance the ENet [31] architecture makes use of this optimization too. In [56]
they introduce this technique, by explaining that using asymmetric layers with less
parameters, may yield the same robustness rather than regular symmetric kernels.
As an example to clarify, a symmetric kernel by 5 × 5 = 25 yields 25 parameters,
while an asymmetric representation of this can look like (5×1)+(1×5) = 10. The
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parameters are reduced to 10 in this example but the kernel window still covers the
same spatial information.

3.2.2

Pooling

After our input have past through the non-linear activation function as derived in
subsection 3.1.3, the next step is to reduce the spatial information of our feature
map, to only keep the most relevant information of our features. This technique
is called pooling [52], and the one that is widely used by most neural networks is
max-pooling. The max-pooling layer uses a kernel, similar to a convolution layer
it slides its kernel and extracts only the highest pixel values of the neighbourhood
pixels in the window. An example of a max-pooling step can be visualized in
Figure 3.7. The benefits of using max-pooling is that it reduces the number of
parameters in the network, allowing for faster propagation and more manageable
training, as well as faster inference speed. Max-pooling also makes the training
procedure invariant for small transformations, for example a minor distortion will
not affect the output significantly since we extract the maximum pixel-value within
the window-size always.

Figure 3.7: Illustration inspired from [57], showing a max-pooling step performed
by a 2 × 2 kernel and a stride of 2.
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Batch Normalization

Another innovative optimization technique used to train DNNs is batch normalization [52]. The method was introduced by S. Ioffe et al. [58]. The motivation for
batch normalization is that for each input layer in a typical CNN, the distribution
changes, meaning various covariate shifts occur because parameters of previous
layers are always changing in the update. This yields slower training, because it
requires a lower learning rate so the training does not risk diverging. By applying
batch normalization before activation functions one can use a higher learning rate
than usual, to speed up convergence rate and also being less precise when setting
the initial neuron-weights.

3.2.4

Dropout

The risk of overfitting a neural network during the training phase is one of the
most common problems in deep learning. Therefore, regularization techniques are
applied to tackle this problem. A powerful regularizer for image based problems
with CNNs is dropout [52]. Dropout is placed in between convolutional layers, to
randomly ’drop’ neurons from the output before they are sent to the next inputlayer. A probability p ∈ [0, 1] is set for the dropout layer that basically tells it that
it has a probability of 1 − p that the neurons coming from the previous layer will
be dropped (the neuron will not be activated). This computationally inexpensive
technique is used so that the network will not be able to see any patterns in the
data, meaning we want the network to be as generalized as possible and prevent
strong correlation in data during the training.
Spatial Dropout
The problem with using the regular dropout method, is that individual pixels within
an image are dropped, but in a RGB image we also have several feature maps, or
entire channels. Because images often consist of adjacent pixels that are strongly
correlated, the network might still recognize patters in the training. Because dropping random pixels will not change that much in the feature map. J. Tompson et al.
[59] introduced a new procedure called spatial dropout, where instead of dropping
individual neurons we instead use a probability of dropping entire feature-maps. So
given a tensor with the shape height × width × channels, all neurons in all channels
feature map can be set to zero at once.

3.2.5

Transposed Convolutional Layer

When applying CNNs to segmentation tasks for example, the final step is to upsample the predicted feature map. In this case transposed convolutional layers are
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used, or more commonly known as deconvolutional layers [30]. An example when
going from convolution to deconvolution (known also as encoder-decoder concept,
or autoencoder), can be seen in Figure 3.8. Basically deconvolution layers are
just ’reversed’ convolutional layers, where they still include components such as
kernels, activation functions and batch normalization. The weights of a deconvolutional layer is shared with the previous convolutional layers, but essentially it is
just a transposed shape of a convolutional layer used to upsample the image to a
higher (usually the original) resolution of the extracted feature map.

Figure 3.8: Illustration taken from [30], pointing out where the deconvolutional
layers in a CNN are usually located. Placed after the feature downsampling with
convolutional layers to later upsample the predicted feature map.

3.3

Camera Models and Depth Estimation

Extracting depth can be done in varying forms depending on the given sensor and
data. For monocular camera vision there is no direct approach to estimate depth of
a still image without any additional help, such as learning a supervised deep neural
network to find depths, or using parallax methods etc. However, sensors such as
LiDARs use laser scans to measure for example time between each laser point and
the LiDAR itself. Furthermore, by using stereo vision cameras one is able to extract
the depth to a point in the 3D space. In Figure 3.9 from [60], a basic representation
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of stereo vision is illustrated, where a point is in the 3D space, and is projected onto
two different frames, but differ of course because of the disparate positions. Now
if the relative position is known to each point one can extract the depth value to the
real world point given by Equation 3.11
f ·B
(3.11)
d
where f is the focal length of the cameras (both have the same focal length), B is
the baseline between the cameras, and d is the disparity of a point seen in different
camera frames. For example visualized in Figure 3.9, finding the disparity of Real
World Point 2 is: d = d1 + d2
Given a disparity map from a stereo camera of a RGB image, one can extract
the depth to each point of the image frame by applying Equation 3.11 to each and
every pixel in the map.
Depth =

Figure 3.9: Image taken from [60], showing a basic model of stereo cameras in 3D
space along with intrinsic camera parameters. The stereo setup is measuring the
depth to a real world point.
In addition to the cameras models intrinsic parameters such as the focal length
and lens placement, camera calibration for extrinsic parameters to align cameras
with real world coordinates needs to be done, such as position and orientation of
the cameras as well as various distortions affecting it. Calibration for stereo vision
is important for accurate 3D-world representation of depth values.

Chapter 4
Method and Implementation
For this chapter the whole encoder-decoder implementation will be explained and
justified on both the novel proposed VGG-based network AutoNet, the modified
ENet architecture for road depth estimation as well as the classification and segmentation road problem. Also the methods used to extract and process the data
needed to train the neural networks will be explained as well as the evaluation
components and training process.

4.1

Method of Choice

The method of using a CNN with convolutional layers to first extract image features, and then using transposed convolutional layers to extract and visualize pixelwise segmentation prediction is called an Encoder-Decoder network, or simply an
Autoencoder[52]. Basically attempting to copy, or reconstruct if you will, the label of the input image. It is shown that this proposition of network architecture
is efficient and yields the desired result of semantic segmentation and regression
problems with CNNs, as derived in chapter 2 and chapter 3. Firstly the input image
is downsampled in the first layers (the encoder part) to reduce spatial information,
reduce number of computations deeper in the network, and of course to extract
important features. Deconvolutional layers are then used as a decoder part to upsample the feature map as an image with a desired resolution, preferably the same
resolution as the input image. Thereof this proposition, of encoding and decoding
is chosen as a sufficient approach for this thesis.

28
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Processing the Data
Cityscapes Dataset and Data Splitting

The Cityscapes dataset [22, 32] for semantic urban street scenes was used to train
and evaluate the network models. The dataset contains 5000 finely annotated images, which are captured in 50 cities around Germany and also Switzerland. The
data is divided into a training set, validation set and test set. The dataset contains
30 classes in total, such as road, cars, pedestrians, sidewalk, vegetation etc. Unfortunately the test dataset is not available for experimental use, and is only unlocked
if one desires to benchmark a neural network for all of the 30 existing classes to
compete in the Cityscapes leaderboards. Thereof, the validation dataset was split
into two parts, where the validation set now contained 233 images of Munster city
as well as Lindau from Germany. For the test set the Frankfurt city data from Germany was used, containing 267 images. The training set stayed the same at 2975
images.
Cityscapes also provides a dataset with coarse annotated data with around 20000
images, which could be used to pre-train the network before training with the fine
annotated data. However, this was not manageable within the time frame unfortunately.
The datasets for Cityscapes was collected throughout several months, spanning
over the spring, summer and fall. Data collection was done during daytime, so
no images during very dark conditions are available. All the images are manually
selected frames from their video snippets, where the locations and background environment vary a lot. This means that the frames in the dataset do not follow each
other sequentially and are randomly placed in the datasets.
Annotations
Two types of annotations were used from the Cityscapes set, firstly the original
ground truth annotations for segmentation containing 30 classes, where each class
is represented by a color code with pixel-level semantic labeling. An example
image from the original ground truth training set is shown in Figure 4.1
The second annotation used was the pre-computed disparity maps provided by
the stereo camera from the same frames, to be able to extract the depth values for
each pixel later on. An example is shown in Figure 4.2 of the same frame as in
Figure 4.1. The disparity values di can be extracted for each pixel value p, where
p > 0 and p = 0 is an invalid measurement, with d = p−1
256 .
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Figure 4.1: Showing the original image to the left and the annotated ground truth
image to the right, where the ground truth labels are represented as different colors
for each class. The images are taken from Aachen city in the Cityscapes dataset.

Figure 4.2: Showing the disparity map of an image frame from Aachen city provided by the stereo camera. The depth values can now be extracted with Equation 3.11 for each pixel in the map.
Class Extraction
To be able to train the network to estimate the depth scene of the urban drivable
surface, we need to first extract the necessary class, i.e. the road as well as create
the new ground truth later on with the depth map. All the class coordinates for each
image are stored as Json files, thereof, the road class for every image frame could
be extracted as a mask while all the other classes are set as background (asserted the
pixel value zero). An example showing the extracted road class can be visualized
in Figure 4.3
The pixel values for the road mask are either black or white, scaled as 0 and
255 respectively. The mask was then converted into a gray scale floating point
values representing 0.0 as black, and all values larger than zero was set to 1.0 (i.e.
white, same colors as before). This was done so that the later label fusion with the
depth map could be done, as well as use the mask to be trained separately as a road
classification problem.
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Figure 4.3: Figure showing the original ground truth label to the left and the extracted road class as white (pixel value 255) and the background (all other classes
as black, pixel value 0). The images are so far stored as uint8 values.

4.2.2

Fusing Depth Map and Road Ground Truth

To be able to train the neural networks with a single input ground truth label, and
under the same loss function, we need to extend the road ground truth mask with
depth values. First the depth values were extracted by taking each disparity map in
the dataset, and for each pixel value calculating the depth value with Equation 3.11:
Depthi = fd·Bi , where the focal length f of the stereo camera is f = 2262 pixels and
the baseline B = 0.22m. An illustration of the extracted depth map from an example
image can be seen in Figure 4.4. Each pixel value corresponds to an intensity value,
with every intensity value can be directly mapped to a distance in meters.

Figure 4.4: Showing the disparity map to the left and the extracted depth map to
the right from an example image in Aachen city from Cityscapes. Each pixel value
in the depth map represents the distance in meters and span between the values
[0, 255] with a channel of 1, i.e. gray scale.

Label Fusing
To create a new ground truth label, the road mask was taken, and Hadamard product
was performed. As shown in Equation 4.1, along with the corresponding depth map
pixel values of the same frame, for every image in the whole dataset. Considering
that the road mask only contains the values 0, or 1, i.e. background or road, the
zero background values will eliminate (set each pixel to zero) the irrelevant depth
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values. While the road mask (pixel value of 1) will yield that all the road pixels for
each image retain their depth values.
An illustration showing the new merged ground truth, i.e. the depth values for
the road segment and removed background, can be seen in Figure 4.5



a11 · b11 · · · a1n · b1n


..
..
ai j · bi j =  ...
 , i = 1, 2, ...n, j = 1, 2, ...m
.
.
an1 · bn1 · · · anm · bnm

(4.1)

ai j is the mask ground truth with ones and zeros, and bi j corresponds to the depth
map in Equation 4.1.

Figure 4.5: Image showing the new merged ground truth label in the bottom image
for road depth value estimation. The background is excluded while the relevant
road segmentation have all the calculated depth values for each pixel. Higher intensity for a pixel means that the distance that is further away, and zero pixels are
ignored. The top image is the original input image.

4.2.3

Pre-process and Data Augmentation

Pre-processing the Data
The original images in the Cityscapes dataset are of 1024 × 2048 resolution, which
are too high to send in as input image and also extremely computationally demanding for the network. The dataset images were first re-sized with bilinear interpolation to a resolution of 720 × 1080, to be later stored as TFrecords, which is a type
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of raw byte format for Tensorflow that is beneficial to use when handling training
data which requires a lot of memory allocation. Further, TFrecords keeps track of
what label corresponds to what feature image even if the data is randomly shuffled.
The extracted depth maps showed to incorporated some noise around the edges
of the frame, which is also visible in the right image of Figure 4.4. The final
ground truth were therefore cropped by a small portion on every side to remove
the noise, which illustrated in Figure 4.5 where the noise is gone. All images were
also cropped about 20% on the bottom for two reasons, first one being to remove
the hood of the Cityscapes data collection car, which is otherwise always visible
in every frame (but set as ignored pixels). The second reasoning is to simulate a
camera position higher up, to mimic more closely the height of Scania truck or bus
monocular camera position.
Augmentation to the Input Data
Augmenting the dataset have several beneficial impacts, and some common augmentation techniques that show to be effective in various situations are cropping,
rotating and flipping images within the dataset randomly [61]. Other techniques
such as adding random brightness or color histogram is also possible. By performing data augmentation the dataset will technically be extended because of added
variation to the images, which will also help significantly against the risk of overfitting the network in the training phase.
Various augmentation techniques does not necessarily improve results vastly,
but have to be empirically tested. For this thesis randomly flipping the data seemed
to improve the training more rather than adding random brightness in regards to the
Cityscapes data, which can also add computational expense. For the final training
of the networks the dataset were randomly flipped in the pre-process with a probability of 50% that it is going to be flipped horizontally, which is one of the most
standard augmentations and settings. This yielded a less risk of overfitting and
better generalization of the model while extending the data with varying training
images.

4.3

AutoNet - A VGG Based Novel Network

Many state of the art networks for segmentation type tasks show promising results,
for instance the ENet network. Nevertheless, the architectures of those networks are
structured for optimization and fast inference. However, with available computing
power nowadays networks can be constructed with a bit more inference time but
yield better accuracy while still maintaining decent real-time performance. In this
thesis we derive a novel network that we call AutoNet. The network is based of
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the VGG-networks convolutional architecture from the paper [62], originally made
for image recognition. AutoNet is made into an encoder-decoder network for both
the classification segmentation problem as well as the road depth estimation and
segmentation task.

4.3.1

Network Architecture

The basic VGG-structures, spanning over the different variations of the amount of
convolution layers, can be seen in Figure 4.6. The standard VGG network by K.
Simonyan et al. [62] is a mere deep neural network made for large scale image
recognition purposes. It is quite substantial network with over 100 million parameters, that manages to perform well with its small convolutional filters. The prior
VGG from Figure 4.6 uses an input RGB image of 224×224 resolution. With more
computing power available the resolution used for the input image in this thesis is
256 × 512. Empirically this resolution works well and holds a portion more detailed feature information than the former resolution. Also it is a lower resolution
than the proposed resolutions from the ENet paper [31].
For the final derived networks, the structure of the VGG-13 were chosen as the
base according to the column B in Figure 4.6. The VGG-13 setup will yield a good
balance, since it is not the deepest configuration to slow down inference time too
much, but still deep enough for this purpose to achieve favorable accuracy, which
can be seen later in chapter 5. Further, the three originally fully connected layers
along with the last softmax layer (for depth estimation) have been removed, which
are visible in the original VGG paper [62]. This is due to various configurations to
the architecture for this thesis. Firstly an encoder-decoder concept is used, so the
fully-connected layers have been replaces with deconvolutional layers to upsample
the feature map for the depth estimation. The softmax layer is however used later
for solely road classification. Other components such as the spatial dropout layers,
batch normalization, leaky-ReLU and ReLU activation functions have also been
added. PReLU was not used due to it did not seem to yield better performance
in this case, therefore a fixed small value for Leaky-ReLU were chosen. Specific
training parameters are mentioned later in section 4.6. For the classification and
segmentation problem the structure is resembling, but ends with an added softmax
layer followed by an argmax function. The softmax layer for the solely segmentation problem will squeeze the probabilities proad and pbackground between zero and
one (proad + pbackground = 1). The argmax function (argmax(Pi ), with Pi being the
output given by the softmax function Equation 3.2), is there to extract either the
probability of it being road or not being the road, and chooses the highest one. The
pixel will then later be segmented as road or background depending on argmax
output.
Both the final AutoNet structures can be visualized and given a detailed expla-
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nation in Figure 4.7 for road depth estimation, and Figure 4.8 respectively for the
segmentation classification network. For the depth estimation network the name is
given AutoNet-Depth and AutoNet-Seg respectively for road classification.

Figure 4.6: Image from [62]. Table of all the convolutional network configurations
from the VGG basic architecture. The number 3 next to the conv informs about the
kernel size while the following number represents the number of filters (dimensionality of the output space). The original VGG structure ends with fully connected
layers followed by a softmax layer.

4.4

ENet

The ENet (Efficient Neural Network), introduced by A. Chaurasia et al. [31] in
2016, designed as an encoder-decoder network for efficient real-time pixel-wise
semantic segmentation for low latency tasks. ENet uses a bottleneck module concept which were inspired by the ResNet [63] architecture, which was made for
image recognition purpose. When ENet is used with half-precision floating point
numbers for the model parameters, i.e. 16-bit floating numbers, it can store the
whole frozen network model size as 0.7MB compared to AutoNet which stores as
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the AutoNet-Depth network as an encoder-decoder. The
network base comes from Figure 4.6. It was built according to the image from
left to right: Input image goes to the Blue convolutional layers, where they map
to column B in Figure 4.6. Each convolutional layers uses batch normalization,
Leaky-ReLU, and it is followed by the Orange max-pooling layer. The flow continues with convolution layers and max-pool layers but with Green spatial-dropout
layers. Proceeding to the decoder part, where Red rectangles represent the deconvolutional layers with spatial-dropouts as well. A standard ReLU activation is placed
in between the deconvolutional layers to filter out negative and invalid values at the
output. The network ends with two deconvolutional layers where the last one is the
predicted feature map as output, showing the image in the same resolution as the
input frame. Strides are set to 2, max-pool window is 2 and kernel size is 3 × 3 for
both the convolutional layers as well as the transposed convolutional layers.

Figure 4.8: Illustration of the AutoNet-Seg network as an encoder-decoder. The
network for segmentation bear resembles from Figure 4.6. It was built according
to the image, and uses the same structure as Figure 4.7, but with the added Purple
layer above which represents a softmax layer with an argmax function to extract
the predicted output.
50.7MB for full float 32-bit precision. Performance wise, The ENet development
team achieved a frame rate of 21.1 FPS with an input RGB image of 480 × 320
with a Nvidia TX1, or 135.4 FPS with a Nvidia Titan X.
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ENet Architecture

ENet is built upon the bottleneck module structure, similar and inspired from the
ResNet structure [63]. The layout of the architecture can be visualized in Table 4.1,
where the module block type is also displayed.

Nr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ENet Architecture
Module Name
Block Type
Initial Block
Input
Bottleneck 1.0
Downsampling
4× Bottleneck 1.x
Bottleneck 2.0-2.1
Downsampling
Bottleneck 2.2-2.8
Dilated Layers
Asymmetric Layers
Bottleneck 2.1-2.8
Repeat block 2.2-2.8
Bottleneck 4.0-4.2
Upsampling
Bottleneck 5.0-5.1
Upsampling
Fullconv
Final, outputs:
(C × Height ×Width)

Table 4.1: Showing a simplified table from the ENet architecture in [31]. Bottleneck modules are applied for each section, and the feature output size changes
between each module section. The output resolution is same as the input with C
being number of feature maps.
The initial block in row 1 of Table 4.1, found in [31], is there for early downsampling optimization. With motivation that it is crucial to reduce the input size
fast in the beginning, to be able to achieve fast inference speed when propagating
the feature map throughout the rest of the network. Row 2 and 3 continues to downsample but with the bottleneck module structure, visible in Figure 4.9, where the
main branch with max-pooling is only used in the downsampling case. Row 4 consist of several bottlenecks with dilated convolutions or asymmetric convolutions as
in Figure 4.9 also. Row 5 is same as row 4 but can be excluded for a less deeper
network if desired. Row 6 and 7 acts as the decoder part, and finally the last decoder stage outputs the feature map with same resolution as the input frame. Batch
normalization and PReLU activation function are placed between each convolution
layer.
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of the bottleneck module inspired from the ENet architecture in [31]. Main branch uses max-pooling if and only if downsampling is used,
the conv layer is either a convolutional, deconvolutional, or a dilated convolutional
with 3 × 3 kernels, or asymmetric 5 × 5. First 1 × 1 projection reduces the dimensionality, the other 1 × 1 block is an expansion. The regularizer block uses the
spatial-dropout technique.
Modification on ENet
Since ENet was originally designed to perform semantic segmentation as a classification task, it was beneficial for the solely segmentation of the road problem.
As it is also already designed as an autoencoder. However, because road depth
estimation is also being implemented with the network, ENet had to be modified for solving a regression problem to output the absolute pixel values of the
depth on the road. Therefore, this was solved by excluding the softmax layer at
the final output of the network. This means that for the final upsamling module
in the last decoding step, will be our true output of the depth feature map. The
output channel was set to ’1’ for the final decoder where the output shape was
height × width × channels = 256 × 512 × 1 to present the prediction in gray scale.
Since RGB output of the predicted frame would be redundant information, due to
pixel intensities being the only valuable information. However, the resolution of
the output frame stayed the same as the input.
Another operation that departs from the original structure is the skip connections technique inspired by [64]. Used by several for the ENet architecture nowadays. This means that some bottleneck outputs in the downsampling part (row 2
and 3 in Table 4.1) will skip entirely the middle bottlenecks (row 4 and 5 in Table 4.1), and be feed to the decoder part instantly. In [64] they argue how skip
connections may eliminate singularities in the network, meaning that we break the
symmetry that may lie in between layers, and reduce the risk of linear dependence
of the layers. This means that feature information extracted in the beginning of the
downsampling will not get lost nor eliminated in the propagation, but will simply
be transferred directly to the upsampling of the network.
Finally, a standard ReLU activation was placed after the last decoder output to
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eliminate possible negative values in the feature map, since negative values contain
no valuable pixel intensity information and should be set equal to zero.

4.5

Evaluation

For the evaluation of the neural networks, some evaluation metrics are chosen to
measure the performance of the neural networks. The metrics chosen are among
several that are the most suitable for this evaluation purpose, used by many state
of the art research paper mentioned in chapter 2 within the same field. Different
metrics apply to the different problems, i.e. either the depth estimation of the road
or the classification problem of finding road.

4.5.1

Performance Metrics

The metrics are described below with some common parameters:
1. ŷi being the predicted value of the pixel, where i is the current pixel.
2. yi being the ground truth value of the labeled pixel i
3. N is the total number of pixels in an input image or ground truth label.
Depth Estimation Metrics:
The Mean Relative Error can be described as in Equation 4.2
MRE(ŷ, y) =

1 N
RE j ,
N∑
j

n

wi j |ŷi j − yi j |
RE j = ∑
|y j |
i=1 w j

(4.2)

where w is the normalizer, having the same shape as the label. j here is the current
image and i is the current pixel.
The Mean Average Error is defined as Equation 4.3
MAE(ŷ, y) =

1 N
∑ |ŷi − yi|
N i=1

(4.3)

where i is the current pixel in both the ground truth label and the predicted frame.
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s
1 N
RMSE(ŷ, y) =
∑ (|ŷi − yi|)2
N i=1
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(4.4)

where i is the current pixel in both the ground truth label and the predicted frame.
Classification Metrics:
Different metrics apply for the classification task. The pixel-accuracy evaluation
can be defined as in Equation 4.5
Matched Predictions
,
(N
N
1, ŷi = yi
Matched Predictions = ∑
i=1 0, ŷi 6= yi

Accuracy(ŷ, y) =

(4.5)

where i is the current pixel in both the ground truth and the classified frame, and
Matched Predictions are the total number of correctly classified pixels of the predicted output frame.
The mean Intersection over Union measurement is defined as Equation 4.6, measuring the mean area of all the correctly overlapping pixels between the ground
truth and the classification.
TP(ŷi , yi )
1 N
mIoU(ŷ, y) = ∑
N i=1 TP(ŷi , yi ) + FP(ŷi , yi ) + FN(ŷi , yi )

(4.6)

where TP = True Positive value, FP = False Positive value and FN = False Negative value of all the pixels between the ground truth and the classification, i being
the current pixel.

4.6

Training Phase and Model Parameters

Here the different setups for all the network experiments are described and summarized.
Three central experiments were conducted per network. For the AutoNetDepth, the network was evaluated with both the L2 loss as well as the berHu loss.
Same experiments imply for the ENet depth estimation network. For the classification segmentation problem, each network were evaluated with the cross-entropy
loss function.
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Some summaries from the training phase:

• The input resolution, as well as the output resolution for all images and networks were height × width = 256 × 512. The input was however a RGB
image while the output was in gray-scale as mentioned.
• For the static parameters, AutoNet used the paramter a = 0.01 for the LeakyReLU, and 15% chance to drop channels in each spatial-dropout layer. ENet
used PReLU and a combination of 1% chance to drop channels as well as
10% for some bottlenecks.
• All the networks and experiments used the ADAM optimizer with initial
learning rate, or stepsize of γ = 1×10−4 . The other hyper-parameters such as
the decay-rate and momentum was set as the default according to Algorithm
2
• Batch size was equal to 10 for all the experiments, and the evaluation frequency was set to per 100 images, to evaluate on the validation set that the
model does not overfit during the training.
• The floating point values are 32-bit format.
• The depth estimation networks were trained for about 30 hours with around
55 epochs
• The segmentation networks converged much earlier, which were trained for
about 10 hours and ran through 10 epochs of the training data.

4.6.1

Software and Hardware

Software
All models and code were written in Python, along with Google’s Tensorflow API
[65], where Tensorflow is one of the leading tools for developing neural networks.
It provides all necessary structures to be able to train a network model as well
as evaluate it. Tensorflow uses the concept of tensors, which are basically fourdimensional matrices that store the image dimensions along with the batch-size.
Tensorflow also comes with the Tensorboard tool, which is a web-based tool to
display the performance of the network models in the training phase and evaluation.
For image pre-processing and visualization handling for all images, OpenCV
were used along side with Tensorflow, where OpenCV is a computer vision library
designed for efficient real-time computation of image handling.
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Hardware
The models were trained on a NVidia P100 Tesla GPU, which have a performance
of at least 4.7 teraFLOPS when used with double-precision performance (64-bit
floating point numbers), or 18.7 teraFLOPS when used with half-precision (16-bit
floating point numbers).

Chapter 5
Results
In this chapter a visualization of all the final results from the evaluation experiments
are presented. The various impacts of the network models will be displayed and
visualized as images of the predicted outputs.

5.1

Results from the Cityscapes Dataset

All central experiments for benchmarking were evaluated on the Cityscapes Frankfurt dataset as the testset. The testset contained 267 images of randomly selected
frames all over the Frankfurt city. The network results are divided in either results from the road classification and segmentation, or the drivable road free-space
depth estimation. The presented results are all from the final full-time training with
the fine annotated training dataset, and the best empirically evaluated parameters
within the thesis time-frame.

5.1.1

Results From the Road Depth Estimation

The four experiments with the depth estimation for the testset are presented here,
which includes the evaluation with both the L2 loss function and the reverse Huber loss (berHu). The evaluation on the Frankfurt testset with the metrics from
subsection 4.5.1 can be found in Table 5.1
The proposed novel network performed better than the modified ENet for all
metrics in regards to the depth estimation. The mean relative error as well as the
mean average error were lower for all cases when trained with the berHu loss function. However, the root mean square values was a bit lower with the L2 loss function
for all cases, since the L2 -norm focuses on minimizing the squared errors. In summary, the berHu loss function showed to be more beneficial in this case rather than
just using the standard L2 -loss.
43
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Table 5.1: Table of the networks for road depth estimation performance metrics,
evaluated on the Frankfurt dataset. The lower value the better, which implies for
all the metrics. As seen, AutoNet outperforms ENet for every metrics.
Network
AutoNet
AutoNet
ENet
ENet

ROAD D EPTH E STIMATION R ESULTS
Loss fn
MRE
MAE
berHu
0.084
0.82
L2
0.087
0.87
berHu
0.090
1.03
L2
0.108
1.30

RMSE
4.49
4.35
5.03
4.66

Prediction Visualization
Some frames from the Frankfurt dataset predictions are visualized in section 5.2,
where the network predictions are compared with each other as well as with the
ground truth to visualize the accuracy of the models as images.

5.1.2

Results From the Road Classification

The final metrics results of the classification AutoNet-Seg network and the ENet
classification based network are displayed in Table 5.2. Both networks were trained
with the cross-entropy loss.
Table 5.2: Table of the segmentation networks metrics results, all evaluated on the
Frankfurt testset. A higher value is better, which implies for all metrics. Where
AutoNet performs better for each metric.
ROAD C LASSIFICATION R ESULTS
Network
Pixel-Accuracy (%) mIoU
AutoNet
97.2
0.95
ENet
95.6
0.92

Once again the proposed AutoNet performed better than ENet for all metrics in
regards to the road classification problem as seen in Table 5.2.
Prediction Visualization
A visualization for some frames predicted and segmented in the Frankfurt dataset
can be seen in section 5.3, where the ground truth comparisons are visible as well.
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Real-Time Performance

Both the proposed novel AutoNet as well as the ENet showed promising accurate
results on the testset based on the performance metrics. However, it is of particular
interest to see how the models perform in a real-time matter, where real-time in this
thesis have been defined as: if the pre-processed input image, sent into the network,
can predict the output (the product of the last transposed convolution layer), in
40ms or less. This corresponds to an average of 25 FPS (Frames Per Second).
Nevertheless, real-time is a vague term, and the true real-time is determined by if
the inference speed can be used for a true purpose at a particular frame rate for a
product.
To push the models, and see how they perform for their ’worst-case’ limitations
in regards to the GPU used, some actions were taken into regards:
• The networks were trained with the data format Channels Last (height ×
width × channels), which is the standard format in regards for CPU computations. However, for GPU matrix computations, it is significantly faster
to perform all calculations with the data format Channels First (channels ×
height × width). Therefore it is a more ’general approach’ to assert the channels last format.
• All variables are stored as 32-bit floating point numbers for high precision.
Nevertheless, it would yield an almost linear increase in inference speed
when less precision is used. For instance 16-bit floating point values.
• The TensorRT inference library [66] was not used, which can optimize a
frozen network model by changing the float point operation precision for example, which can increase inference speed exceptionally. This is visualized
in Figure 5.1
To measure the real-time performance as fare as possible, all the networks models were designed to hold a dynamically changing batch-size. Thus, when testing
the inference time, the batch-size was set to 1, and each Frankfurt image was feed
one-by-one into the networks. The frame rate were then achieved by calculating
the average time for all the images to be segmented. The results of the real-time
performances can be seen in Table 5.3
Despite AutoNet being more accurate than ENet in every performance metrics,
ENet is still much more optimized for fast inference and is essentially twice as fast
as the proposed AutoNet. However, AutoNet would certainly be able to achieve
much greater inference speed with TensorRT optimization as in Figure 5.1. Here
the effect is displayed of applying TensorRT optimization on for instance the same
NVidia P100 Tesla GPU that were used in this thesis as well. The frame rate would
also increase by performing GPU computations with the channels first data format.
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Table 5.3: Table showing the results of the real-time performance test of the networks. The measurements are based on the average time for all Frankfurt predictions. Where ENet is essentially twice as fast for this case.
Network
AutoNet
ENet

5.1.4

FPS
15.15
29.41

R EAL -T IME P ERFORMANCE
Time/Prediction
Data Format
66ms
Channels Last
34ms
Channels Last

TensorRT
No
No

Comparing State of the Art

Here we list some comparison with various state of the art papers. However, it
is very important to acknowledge that all of these are not direct comparisons. In
this thesis we derive a novel approach that is not directly comparable to the following, since for instance the standard benchmarking method and test dataset for
Cityscapes are not used. Nor are all the classes for depth estimation or the classification problem used. Majority of previous work also uses the KITTI dataset for
evaluation. The comparisons are solely there to give an intuitive visualization that
this thesis study lies in a good state-of-the-art range in regards to the evaluation
metrics, and have an eminent potential for future development and deployment.
Monocular Depth Estimation Comparison
In Table 5.4 some recent state of the art papers are compared to the proposed AutoNet. To justify the comparisons in a fair manner for Table 5.4; for ∗1(KITTI)
and ∗2(Cityscapes), they use an instance based depth labeling on various different
object classes, trained on the KITTI dataset, along with discretized depth scores,
which explains the high values for Cityscapes(val). ∗3 uses the whole depth map
for evaluation, performed on the KITTI dataset and not Cityscapes. ∗4 is too evaluated on the KITTI dataset, and achieves a favorable result with their method.
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Figure 5.1: Image taken from [66], showing the performance boost when applying
TensorRT optimization. The results are from GoogLeNet, and run on a Tesla P100
GPU as viewed, same as in this thesis. FP stands for Floating Point numbers.
Table 5.4: Table showing some comparisons with different models that tackle
monocular depth estimation tasks. All except AutoNet have been evaluated on the
KITTI dataset and some on the Cityscapes. However, they use different methods to
extract the depths than AutoNet.
M ETRICS COMPARISONS FOR D EPTH E STIMATION
Method
MRE
MAE
RMSE
Dataset
∗1 Uhrig et al.[46]
1.7
2.8
KITTI(test)
∗2 Uhrig et al.[46]
7.7
24.8
Cityscapes(val)
∗3 Mancini et al.[47]
5.65
KITTI(test)
∗4 Li et al.[48]
0.109
3.91
KITTI(test)
AutoNet-berHu
0.084
0.82
4.49
Cityscapes(frank.)
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Classification Comparison
Here we present a couple of papers which at the current time of writing, holds
among the top pixel-wise segmentation scores on the Cityscapes leaderboards. The
comparisons can be seen in Table 5.5, and to explain the differences for Table 5.5;
∗5 and ∗6 uses the proper Cityscapes benchmarking format for the majority of the
classes and the whole original benchmarking testset, which makes their model a
bit more complex, which also explains why their results are a bit lower in terms
of accuracy. Further, ∗7 is one of the most recent state of the art road free-space
classification methods from 2018, which uses only road as a class, however they
train and evaluate their model on the KITTI road dataset, but still an interesting
comparison.
Table 5.5: Table showing some of the top scorers (∗5, ∗6) for pixel-wise semantic
segmentation on the Cityscapes dataset, where they are compared to AutoNet. It is
worth acknowledging that they use the Cityscapes testset for the proper benchmarking on the majority of available classes. A recent state of the art road free-space
detection method (∗7) evaluated on the KITTI dataset is also compared.
M ETRICS COMPARISONS FOR P IXEL S EGMENTATION
Method
Pixel Accuracy (%)
mIoU
Dataset
∗5 Chen et al.[67]
0.81
Cityscapes(test)
∗6 Wu et al.[68]
96.05
0.78
Cityscapes(val)
∗7 Patra et al.[4]
91.45
KITTI(test)
AutoNet-Seg
97.20
0.95
Cityscapes(frank.)
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Road Depth Estimation Visualization

Here are some of the predictions on the Frankfurt dataset displayed from both the
networks visually. The predictions along with the ground truth label have been
processed to be overlayed with a custom heat map, or color map, to represent the
different distances in discrete ranges. The depth color ranges have been manually
set and can be easily changed to view different spans of discrete depth values. This
is so that it will be easier to visualize the comparison between the prediction and
the ground truth along with the original input frame. The ground truth have been
overlayed with the heatmap as well. If a predicted pixel contains a overlayed color
it is predicted as road, along with the depth, otherwise it remains the same as the
original input image. This means that the pixel have been correctly predicted as
background, since it learns both what road is and depth is along with what background should be.

The heat map is created according to the following colors in Table 5.6, overlayed over the depth scores from the predictions.
Table 5.6: Displaying the custom heat map colors mapped to the various depth
values.
Color
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Cyan

H EAT MAP COLORS
Depth (metres)
0m < D < 10m
10m ≤ D < 15m
15m ≤ D < 20m
20m ≤ D < 30m
30m ≤ D < 50m
50m ≤ D

The maximum pixel value intensity is 255, or 255 meters in depth. So depth scores
over 255 will be automatically segmented as 255 as well. However, those far distances are not of particular interest in urban scenarios, where close range is much
more crucial to acknowledge at all times. Therefore we set the last Cyan color as
all the depth values above 50m

The predictions are visible throughout Figure 5.2 - Figure 5.6
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(a) Input Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) AutoNet-L2

(d) ENet-L2

(e) AutoNet-berHu

(f) ENet-berHu

Figure 5.2: Depth estimation from a straight urban road, where AutoNet show
less noisy results than ENet. It is worth to consider that the networks, especially
AutoNet, manages to fill the noise located in the ground truth, which exist due to
the errors in the pre-computed disparity maps.
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(a) Input Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) AutoNet-L2

(d) ENet-L2

(e) AutoNet-berHu

(f) ENet-berHu

Figure 5.3: Another example where the networks, especially AutoNet-berHu and
ENet-berHu manages to fill in the invalid pixels from the ground truth for a
smoother prediction. Also, the networks trained with the L2 shows a less accurate prediction with more false predicted pixels compared to ground truth.
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(a) Input Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) AutoNet-L2

(d) ENet-L2

(e) AutoNet-berHu

(f) ENet-berHu

Figure 5.4: A more narrow predicted road with curvature. AutoNet manages to
predict the road as well as the depth in the complex curvature, while ENet struggles
a bit more. Especially in the ENet-L2 case where a lot of pixels above the road are
falsely classified.
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(a) Input Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) AutoNet-L2

(d) ENet-L2

(e) AutoNet-berHu

(f) ENet-berHu

Figure 5.5: Showing prediction of a more complex scene with cars, curved road
and curbs. AutoNet-berHu once again shows the smoothest and most reliable prediction.
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(a) Input Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) AutoNet-L2

(d) ENet-L2

(e) AutoNet-berHu

(f) ENet-berHu

Figure 5.6: Visualizing a smooth prediction with AutoNet compared to the ground
truth image. Both Networks manages to distinguish the bicyclist as well as the car
further ahead. Both networks are having difficulty in estimating depth at the other
road on the far left side behind the curbs. However, it is not in the front field of view
of the vehicle and not a clear view of the left road either, and may be considered as
an outlier since it lies so far to the left.

5.3

Road Classification Predictions

To visualize the classifications of the model predicting either road or background,
a transparent red color overlay have been added to visualize if the networks predict
a specific pixel as road. If the pixel have no red overlay, then the network have
predicted it as background. Both the AutoNet and ENet segmentation models are
compared next to each other along with the ground truth image.
Some prediction examples from the test results are given in Figure 5.7 - Figure 5.12, where the AutoNet-berHu is visually the best performing.
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(a) Original Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) AutoNet-Seg

(d) ENet-Seg

Figure 5.7

(a) Original Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) AutoNet-Seg

(d) ENet-Seg

Figure 5.8
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(a) Original Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) AutoNet-Seg

(d) ENet-Seg

Figure 5.9

(a) Original Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) AutoNet-Seg

(d) ENet-Seg

Figure 5.10
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(a) Original Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) AutoNet-Seg

(d) ENet-Seg

Figure 5.11

(a) Original Image

(b) Ground Truth

(c) AutoNet-Seg

(d) ENet-Seg

Figure 5.12
Qualitative Comparisons of Road Classification and Road Depth Estimation
In Figure 5.13 we display some comparison between the AutoNet for depth estimation and AutoNet for segmentation, focusing solely on the segmentation of the
drivable free-space. The images show some direct examples of scenarios where the
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networks had the most trouble to distinguish road from background, for example
in cases when outliers are detected due to great similarity of road, Figure 5.13(a)(b), or when turning and driving close to corners, Figure 5.13(c)-(h). However,
we observe that the AutoNet-Seg usually performs better in finding the drivable
free-space in cases where the images lack road pixels, which is the demonstration
purpose here.

(a) AutoNet-Seg

(b) AutoNet-berHu

(c) AutoNet-Seg

(d) AutoNet-berHu

(e) AutoNet-Seg

(f) AutoNet-berHu

(g) AutoNet-Seg

(h) AutoNet-berHu

Figure 5.13: Some predictions from AutoNet-Seg and AutoNet-berHu, observing
some difficult scenarios where the AutoNet for segmentation is better in finding the
drivable free-space, and the AutoNet for depth estimation is more likely to classify
outliers in challenging scenarios.
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Results from the Scania Drive Collection

After training the network models, it was interesting to see how it would perform
by solely visualizing the predictions of the view from a Scania vehicle. Small snippets of video frames were then collected via a NVidia Drive-PX2 and a monocular
camera mounted on a Scania bus.
It is worth pointing out that the video frames taken from the Scania bus were
significantly different from the Cityscapes dataset for benchmark. For example the
camera is different, the height of the camera placement differ, the camera parameters will not be the same, various illuminations, Swedish road scenes etc. The
purpose of the Scania data collections was to present and visualize that the concept could work favorable if one would adapt to the parameters of the view from a
Scania. For instance, perform transfer learning from the current model, or use the
networks to later train with a large annotated Scania dataset.
It was alluring to observe how the best AutoNet model would perform visually
with an input frame from the view of a Scania bus. In Figure 5.14 a depth estimation prediction of the road is visible, taken in an open area. Where it is clear that
the model misses out on some of the depth information. However, it predicts the
majority of the road still, and gives a depth understanding. More explanation of the
visualized prediction is explained in Figure 5.14
A prediction from the open area from the best AutoNet for segmentation is
given in Figure 5.15, where it predicts most of the drivable free-space correctly. It
is able to distinguish the human as background as well.
In Figure 5.16 we observe some more classifications from the best performing AutoNet when driving on a public road, extracted from the same Scania drive
collection of data.
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Figure 5.14: Three pedestrians to the right are standing in various distances, the
closest one is standing within five meters of the bus, which is correct since the
middle part of the red(0m < Depth < 10m) area should be around that distance.
The other two are standing ten meters away in regards to the bus camera, which
is correct since they are standing around the edge of the red and orange(10m ≤
Depth < 15m) area.

Figure 5.15: The prediction from an input frame from the Scania bus, taken in an
open drivable free-space area. The prediction is rather accurate, and it does not
predict the walking pedestrian as road. Nor does it miss the sky and vegetation
surroundings as background.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.16: Road classification predictions of the AutoNet network for segmentation. Extracted frames from the Scania drive collection dataset. In general the
networks perform well despite the vast difference between the Scania data and
Cityscapes. Some false predicted outliers are visible in majority of the images,
for example as in the right bottom corner of Figure 5.16d and Figure 5.16e. Also
corner cases when turning seem to be hard to predict for the model, which is visible
in Figure 5.16f, while straight paths seem to be easier to predict correctly.

Chapter 6
Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter the results of both the network models are reviewed, as well as the
method of choice for depth estimation and label fusing is debated. Discussion about
future work and implementation as well as optimization that will be applicable for
the models are presented.

6.1

Discussion

The objectives of this thesis was to give a depth understanding of an urban drivable
free-space road as a regression problem. Also, classifying the drivable free-space
road as a classification and segmentation problem, with balanced model complexity
between accuracy and real-time performance. This was achieved with the input
from only a monocular camera, some pre-processing to the input, and no postprocessing. The proposed novel designed AutoNet showed promising results in
comparison to the state of the art neural network ENet. Though it lacks some
inference speed in comparison to the ENet, it achieved a better accuracy for all
other metrics. However, there is still a lot of optimization that can be implemented
to achieve a higher frame rate for AutoNet. Also, there are some other approaches
that can be used or added to the existing models, which we discuss in this chapter
as well.

6.1.1

Datasets

The Cityscapes Dataset
Training with the Cityscapes yielded results that show what potential a deep neural
network can have, or what deep learning in general can contribute with when having
access to good annotated data.
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In this study we used the finely annotated dataset that Cityscapes had to offer,
which originally contained 5000 images. Nonetheless, the testset is not available
for non-commercial usage as mentioned. So 2975 training images were used and
the validation dataset were split into a testset (Frankfurt) and validation set. In
general this is quite a limited number of image data to achieve excellence in results. Despite the lack of vast amount of data, great results were still managed to
be achieved with the dataset, and the goal of showing a conceptual model that both
classifies road as well as estimates the depth map of the road have been accomplished.
Scania Data
The Scania data was collected as intention to demonstrate what the model could
contribute to for autonomous navigation in urban scenarios. However, visually
the prediction of the model outputs from the Scania data were not close as good
as in the Cityscapes, even though one could observe the models potential from
the results. It is important to acknowledge that no learning on the Scania dataset
were performed to adapt to the data settings and environment. For instance, the
images are not pre-processed the same, the camera and camera parameters differ
from the Cityscapes setup, the camera height and placement bears no similarities,
large brightness occlusion and exposure, as visible in Figure 5.15 for example, and
also background features for Swedish roads which may affect the results.
Sources of Error
As mentioned in the Scania data collection, there exist a number of error sources
to why the predictions were not as stable as the Cityscapes testset, such as the
extreme over exposure of light. However, the Cityscapes dataset suffers from some
limitations as well. For instance the pre-computed disparity maps contained a lot
of noise and invalid pixels around the edges, which lead to the need of cropping
all the data. Even though cropping was an easy solution to the problem, we saw in
the prediction visualizations from the Cityscapes testset that the ground truth depth
maps contained a lot of invalid pixels. This is due to the disparity inaccuracy of the
stereo frames, which leads to some errors across the image frame, which in turn
affects the depth values. Extracting depth from stereo maps is still more dense than
the depth values extracted from today’s LiDARs. It is however not as accurate as
a LiDAR laser, and extracting depth from disparity maps yields depth scores that
may be far of the true depth values at greater distances.
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Method of Fusing Labels

Usually for depth estimation, it is quite common to estimate the depth of the whole
image scene, for example with LiDAR point-clouds as the KITTI dataset offers
[23]. The method of fusing depth maps with ground truth labels have not been
observed to be conducted before in this way. Regarding this method of fusing, we
have showed that this is a convenient way of learning directly dense depth perception of a labeled road using neural networks with a single loss function. The
weakness of the model lies in the learning complexity of the background, which
varies a lot especially in urban street scenes. The model needs to learn in a robust
way what background is, since predicting outliers as road is an issue that needs to
be handled if one should deploy the model later.

6.1.3

The Network Models

ENet, as well as the modification of the ENet for this thesis have shown to be
a very optimized neural network with its dilated convolutions, asymmetric layers
etc. A network design for fast inference speed in regards to pixel-wise semantic
segmentation. The final model size file is a good comparison since ENet used
1.7MB of data while the final AutoNet was 50.8 MB with 32-bit float point values.
Nonetheless, we observed the flaws of the ENet, where its optimization created an
unbalance in terms of accurate predictions, and predicted a lot of outlier noise in
comparison to AutoNet. It was still a worthy comparison to the novel proposed
network since ENet does contain the recent deep learning building blocks for a
today’s state of the art model, such as batch normalization, spatial-dropout, dilated
convolutional layers and so on.
Limitations to the Network Architectures
To find a more balanced model, the AutoNet was designed to be a ’dense’ DNN to
handle complex models, being able to cope with the Cityscapes dataset for instance
which includes a quite varying background as mentioned. Excluding those noisy
predictions are an important task. Dilated convolutions for increase of receptive
field, asymmetric convolution, skip connections, initial block for fast downsampling and so on, leads to detail misses and some information loss when propagating
though the network, as we saw in the results with the ENet predictions compared
to AutoNet.
With available computing power, network models can therefore be designed
to handle detailed features such as the AutoNet does quite successfully. However,
though AutoNet may be a balanced network, with a significant accuracy and decent
frame rate (which can be increased with data format ’channels first’ and TensorRT
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as mentioned), it may be heavy to run with today’s Scania vehicles for instance,
since the frame rate was achieved on a powerful NVidia Tesla P100. Extending
the network with more layers will of course also impose limitation to the real-time
performance.
Another factor which affects the real-time limitations is the image resolution
for the input as well as the output resolution for the autoencoder. Since at each
layer downsampling as well as upsampling a high resolution image containing a lot
of information, and extracting more feature information, is demanding for the network. ENet [31] proposes higher image resolutions than the selected for AutoNet in
this study, which is still able to handle higher frame rates because of the optimized
architecture. Because AutoNet clearly contained many million more parameters, a
lower resolution had to be used for input frames. The empirically chosen 256 × 512
resolution proved to be beneficial in comparison to using the same for ENet, and
also yielded great results. It will be hard in regards to the real-time limitation to use
a greater resolution, but would extract a bit more detailed information if it would
be done.
Results
In summary, AutoNet performed really well both for the road classification, and
the road depth estimation network with the best AutoNet-berHu implementation
as a regression problem, while the ENet was less accurate but acquired a higher
frame rate. Some detected outliers exist for AutoNet, but rarely throughout when
observing the predictions of the testset, while ENet often predicted outliers. However, what is particularly interesting when comparing the visual predictions of both
models with the ground truth, is that they have a much smoother prediction. Inspecting for instance Figure 5.6(b), the ground truth image, invalid pixels are scattered around the heat map. This is due to inaccurate disparity map extraction from
the Cityscapes stereo camera, which misses to find a lot of pixels. However, what
is more interesting is that the networks seems to learn to fill in those invalid or
missing gaps in the ground truth. This essentially concludes that the predictions
are more smoother in most cases than the ground truth label.
Segmenting road as a classification problem proves to be very accurate when
using AutoNet-Seg, and also an easier problem for the network rather than depth
estimation as regression. Comparing the implementation of ENet, AutoNet performed significantly better, where lot of outliers were miss-classified with ENet.
Even in the most difficult scenarios the AutoNet for segmentation performs well
compared to the AutoNet for road depth estimation in regards to solely extracting
the drivable free-space, which can be observed more thoroughly in Figure 5.13. On
the Scania data collection set, the AutoNet-Seg performed well despite the over
exposure of light and other camera and environmental mismatches in regards with
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the Cityscapes dataset. Visually, AutoNet have the most trouble for the Scania data
in determining the drivable free-space when there does not exist a straight path.
As we could clearly see in Figure 5.16f, where it is having trouble for corner and
turning cases, and wrongly predicts the car as road. This could also be interpreted
in some cases of the Cityscapes predictions as well.

6.2

Conclusion

In this thesis we have proposed a novel convolutional neural network AutoNet,
which is an encoder-decoder based neural network, balanced both for road depth
estimation as a regression problem, as well as designed for road classification and
segmentation. We conclude that a classification network in terms of finding urban
drivable free-space road is an easier and more robust task than depth estimation
extraction as a regression problem while simultaneously extract the road free-space
of the scene.
An approach for creating new ground truth data is implemented for the road
depth estimation training, where pre-computed depth maps are fused together with
the class label to simultaneously train depth and road extraction with the same
loss function, where previous work usually used whole frames as depth maps for
training.
AutoNet is compared to the state-of-the-art neural network ENet with same circumstances, modified as an autoencoder for road depth estimation as well as road
classification. We show that the proposed AutoNet outperforms ENet in all performance metrics and experiments, except for inference speed. However, we explain
that the frame rate could be greatly increased by some optimization methods, first
by training with the data format ’channels first’, and also implementing TensorRT
to reduce floating point values.
AutoNet shows great potential for future deployment in autonomous vehicles,
where as today it lies in the state of the art range for both road depth perception as
well as road classification.

6.3

Future Work

The extensions for future work for this research spans over many possible solutions
and implementations. Perhaps the most adjacent future improvement would be to
configure the network architecture to train with data format channels first. Since
GPUs, especially when using the deep neural network library cuDNN, are more
optimize for matrix computations on image data with that format. Next step from
that would be to implement TensorRT optimization for much faster inference speed,
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as seen in Figure 5.1, and later integrating the models to a more usable platform,
such as the NVidia Drive-PX2, as well as transform the predictions into real world
coordinates.
The models in this thesis were only trained with the finely annotated data from
Cityscapes. Pre-training with the whole coarse dataset first from Cityscapes would
be interesting to see how much the models improve. Using all the data and also the
fine annotations over more training epochs would definitively improve the results.
Next we observed various differences in the Scania data, such as camera placement, light exposure etc. Experiment with more data augmentation for that kind of
data will be necessary for robustness, especially augmenting the data with random
brightness and random cropping, which would help for camera variation. Also applying the pre-trained weights from the now existing models along with applying
transfer learning on sufficient Scania data with labels, would be alluring to see how
well it would adapt to the new settings.
Training on pre-computed depth maps as in this thesis proved to be relatively
accurate. However, by extracting depth from each pixel from pre-computed disparity maps can result in inaccurate depth estimate at greater distances. Thereof,
it implies that the training has somewhat diverged depth values. Despite that the
pre-computed disparity maps contained some invalid pixels in the Cityscapes data,
it would be interesting to observe if the results would differ notably when applying the training phase on disparity maps first. Then extracting the depth values as a
post-process method from the disparity predictions, to see if the depth scores would
be more accurate.
Not only would post-processing techniques be interesting to extract the depth
of the road, but some post-processing approach could be integrated for outlier detection. Such as detecting miss-classifications in the upper frame of the prediction,
where we know that the road would not exist in the top frame of an image.
Various more machine learning methodologies could be applied for further research as well, such as introducing recurrent blocks in the network with for instance
LSTM, due to similarities of the adjacent frames from the monocular camera. However, that would require sequential data to learn from, while the dataset used in
Cityscapes were randomly scattered frames. Also new techniques emerge often in
this research field, such as dynamic routing between capsules [69] by G.E. Hinton
et al. which would be a very interesting future research to apply, because of its
unique approach of using capsules and not standard convolutional neural networks.

6.4

Ethical Aspects

All forms of perception for autonomous vehicles, regardless of whether human and
traffic interplay is high or low where the vehicles are to be deployed, requires to
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be as safe as possible for the society, and especially us humans near them. This
includes both integrity as well as not harming anyone. It is important to remember
that vision based systems for autonomous transport must in all cases monitor the
surroundings for navigation and safety reasons, which imply recording of humans
within the area. Of course this leads to discussions about whether it is right or
wrong, in one hand it regards the humans safety, but may be considered as violation
to integrity due to the fact that the vision based systems record in public places
among all.
This does not only imply for the deployment and real-time perception for the
vehicles, but also during testing and training with neural networks as in this thesis,
where datasets consist of multiple images and videos of people and public environment. This basically means that someone or something someone owns is used
for validation purposes, to measure the accuracy of a vehicles perception and decisions, basically benchmarking the "correctness" of its decision and its supremacy
over the human in terms of vision.
Furthermore, if an autonomous system is deployed, and some unexpected accident happens, it will always be a debate on who is responsible, who are to be
blamed. There are always several stakeholders involved, not only the customers
owning the vehicles and the pedestrians along side of them. It will also be the
manufacturer of the vehicle, the engineers who programmed and developed it and
also transportation administrations. Each have a role that will affect the outcome of
autonomous transport. When an accident is inevitable, the manufacturer will have
a huge roll, because in a way, they must guarantee at least a greater safety than
a human driver when deploying their vehicles publicly. The autonomous vehicles
will have to be making choices sooner or later on their own, and if it has to make
a choice where all the outcomes will somewhat yield negative impact, it will be a
tough debate on who is responsible, because what would a human do in that case
will everyone ask.
Automation in all forms is replacing people today in various fields all over
the world, and perhaps there are no oddities that autonomous vehicles may replace
human drivers. Though this is far off in the future, and there is still a long way to go
with the development of autonomous transport, one has to consider this possibility.
Nevertheless, as mentioned before, the impact of autonomous transport will in long
terms decrease fuel consumption and in a lot of areas be more safe and controllable,
thus replacing human drivers will yield a more safe society in the long term. It may
also open up for new jobs in future.
As a developer, one must be observant and take into account the ethical aspects
of autonomous technology. Always take into account how the technology will affect us, and what is the safest way to proceed with, to benefit our society and all of
us as individuals.
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